“The choice between a gun and
a spray can may be only a
matter of opportunity”

Why Quixote?
The character Don Quixote de la Mancha, created by Miguel de Cervantes in
medieval Spain, is usually described as a naïve and romantic dreamer. Riding his
tireless horse Rocinante, with his faithful shield-bearer Sancho always in tow, and his
mind always on his beloved Dulcinea, Don Quixote believes himself to be an old knight
wandering in search of adventure, and so leaves his village to live a life of never-ending
quests. Defending the weak and the vulnerable, he comes across injustice and
inequality, against which he fights in his delirium.
Looking at children and youth on city streets, we can see little urban Quixotes.
They leave their homes, which are frequently violent, renounce decaying
governmental services, and find themselves on the streets: a common story in the
poorer strata of Brazilian reality. They live among Sanchos, Dulcineas, and fight battles
of their own.

The goal of Projeto Quixote is for there to be no need for its own existence. To
achieve this, society must provide access to high-quality art, culture, and education for
all; unfortunately, this goal is currently far from fruition. Projeto Quixote therefore
considers it essential that other similar organizations be created and that extant ones
be strengthened by instructing professionals and developing research, as well as by
building a network of coordinated actions with other projects. Through practice,
reflection through public discussion, and research, it endeavours to influence Brazil’s
public policies.
By trying to understand Brazilian social reality as a whole, Projeto Quixote
attempts to create pragmatic alternatives to everyday challenges, such as drug use,
delinquency, violence, lack of access to art, culture, and quality health care, lack of
education, and exclusion from government programs.
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Immersed in a hard reality of exclusion and omissions, Projeto Quixote never
gives up on its dream. It welcomes children and teenagers without prejudice, involving
both families and surrounding communities, and also raises awareness in professionals
and authorities, thereby combining technique, affection, ethics, and aesthetics. After
all, as Professor Paulo Freire says, “decency and beauty go hand in hand.”

Our History
In late 1995, our founders, psychiatrist Auro Lescher and psychologist Graziela
Bedoian were involved with the Drug Addict Orientation and Assistance Program
(PROAD) of the Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP). There, they met a group of
social educators from the City Department of Social Welfare and Development
(SMADS) who were working with children living on the streets in the West Area of São
Paulo. The educators had taken a course in PROAD and requested guidance from
Lescher and Bedoian in dealing with crack use among the children whom they
treated—an emerging issue for which very little knowledge was available at the time.
Lescher and Bedoian found their experience as supervisors of this group highly
rewarding, but at the same time, it showed them that a more complete service better
adapted to the needs of the street population was necessary. Their work led them to
ponder the following question: if we have developed our knowledge to the point of
supervising the work of others, why don’t we begin to provide this care ourselves? This
then led them to develop the seeds of Projeto Quixote and present it to the
Government of the State of São Paulo.
In July of the following year, a partnership was formed between SMADS and
UNIFESP, giving birth to the Projeto Quixote. Inspired and supported by the same
PROAD, the Centre Médical Marmottan from Paris, and the The Biruta Drama Group
from Santos, on the coast of the state of São Paulo, Quixote started its work, guided by
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these fundamental principles: the respect for human suffering and people’s right to
make their own choices, the humanization of services, and a holistic approach to
health.
Gradually, the project’s scope was widened to include not only street children,
but also children, adolescents, and families in high social risk situations. In 2000, the
Agência Quixote Spray Arte was created: it provided job training through graffiti.
During this period, the project also began a program of income generation for the
families of the children and adolescents assisted by Quixote. In 2005, the project again
expanded its reach, starting a new program in downtown São Paulo called Moinho da
Luz, a return to our roots: approaching street children in the central region of São
Paulo, famous for its drug problems, nicknamed Cracolândia. Finally, in 2008, we
inaugurated the Moinho da República, replacing Moinho da Luz.

Lessons Learned During our Years of Experience
Children prefer flying kites to smoking pipes.

Quixote has learned that there are no "street children" – there are children
who happen to be living on the street. The label "street child" is laden with age-old
prejudices. For many reasons, children and youths in large cities choose the streets as
their place to live, play, sleep and earn their living. Though disconnected from their
families and schools, they do not necessarily break all ties; in some cases, youths living
in this situation want to rebuild these damaged relationships. Regardless, the streets
offer a tempting degree of freedom, though besieged by drugs, violence and
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repression. Projeto Quixote’s experience has demonstrated that if these children have
a place and time to play—to fly kites—they will realize it’s better than the streets—
smoking pipes.

Drug abuse is not just a medical issue.

Drugs are not an ‘inevitable process’ or a ‘blind alley’ for children living on the
streets; they are merely a circumstance encountered by these youths. If given more
opportunities, young people may replace drug use with new relationships and/or
desires. Teaching such values as ethics, aesthetics, and affection along with the
scientific and technical knowledge of our team provides the foundation for a nurturing
environment for our youth, where ethics, aesthetics and affection collaborate to shape
a new life perspective: one that does not include drugs.

Weaving a net of support.

Children and youth in street situation are constantly entering programs meant
to help them before returning right back to the streets, where all the help that has
been given may be undone. To be effective, the organizations that welcome
disadvantaged children must truly grasp the progression of this cycle and its causes.
This way, when these children enter a new institution, the work made by the one
before will not be lost. The support network must therefore not be linear—as knitting
is—intricacy and interconnection are required—as is found in crocheting. By joining
efforts, exchanging experiences, and complementing actions, these organizations may
then offer a new and stronger social network with greater efficacy at providing a real
alternative to life on the streets.
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For its Work, Projeto Quixote has Been Recognized with the Following
Awards

- Dubai International Award for Best Practices to Improve the Living Environment
- Sustainable Technologies Exhibition from Instituto Ethos
- “Best in Class” do Recognition Award (PwC)
- 8º Award Marketing Best Social Responsibility
- FIES - Itaú Bank Social Excellence Fund
- Top Social Award from ADVB (Association of Sales and Marketing of Brazil)
- Itaú-Unicef Award
- Trip Changemakers Award
- Social Entrepreneur Award 2006 (Folha de São Paulo and Schwab Foudation)
- Social Entrepreneur Award (Ashoka Social Entrepreneurs and Mckinsey & Comppany)
- Child Award (Fundação Abrinq)
- Certified by CAFAmerica as an organization able to receive international donations
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